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General remarks for all exercises

The hand-in dates for all exercises are announced on the BLACK BOARD page of this course. You
can submit your answers also on BLACK BOARD, either in Dutch or English (whichever you prefer).
Consider including a MATLAB script when that clarifies how the answers have been obtained. Do not
forget to mention your name, student number and the exercisenumber on the first page.

Some of the exercises start with a list of MATLAB commands that may be helpful to complete the ex-
ercise. In these overviews only the short descriptions of the commands are given. For all commands
extensive on-linehelp and/ordoc umentation are available in MATLAB . Note also that usually com-
mands are introduced only once, so the lists are cumulative.

Please save all relevant output generated during MATLAB sessions. In general this may help you to
reexamine results obtained previously. Furthermore, someexercises continue with the results from one
or more previous exercises.

Exercise 1 Time and frequency domain, impulse and Bode respo nse

The following MATLAB commandsmay be helpful to complete this exercise:

abs Absolute value.
angle Phase angle.
bode Bode frequency response of LTI models.
c2d Conversion of continuous-time models to discrete-time.
fft Discrete Fourier transform.
gensig Periodic signal generator for time response simulations with lsim .
impulse Impulse response of LTI models.
loglog Log-log scale plot.
lsim Simulate time response of LTI models to arbitrary inputs.
plot Linear plot.
semilogx Semi-log scale plot.
stairs Stairstep plot.
tf Creation of transfer functions or conversion to transfer function.
unwrap Unwrap phase angle.
zpk Create zero-pole-gain models or convert to zero-pole-gainformat.

We consider the continuous-time systemGc(s) with zeroszi = 0.04 ± 0.95i,−1.41 ± 1.41i and poles
pi = −0.80,−0.10 ± 0.60i,−0.43 ± 1.19i. The gaink = 0.25 is defined as in MATLAB ’s zpk
command. Furthermore, we consider two discrete-time systemsGd1(z) andGd2(z) that are found by
applying zero-order hold (zoh ) discretization on the inputs of systemGc and with sample times1 s and
4 s, respectively.

Initialisation: To define the continuous-time systemGc(s) in MATLAB we start by defining the sys-
tem’s zeros, poles and gain. For this purpose, a small initialisation scriptex1init.m can be down-
loaded from the BLACK BOARD page of this course. Alternatively, the commands can be types manually
at the MATLAB prompt as:

% ex1init.m: Initialise variables of system Gc(s) in exerci se 1.

z = [ 0.04+0.95i; 0.04-0.95i; -1.41+1.41i; -1.41-1.41i ];
p = [ -0.80; -0.10+0.60i; -0.10-0.60i; -0.45+1.19i; -0.45- 1.19i ];
k = 0.25;
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Extend this script with MATLAB commands liketf andzpk to create MATLAB variables e.g. to repre-
sent the transfer functionGc(s) of this system. Next thec2d command can convert the continuous-time
system into the two discrete-time systems.

Simulations: Consult MATLAB ’s help of thelsim command to compute the responses of all three
systemsGc, Gd1 andGd2 to an harmonic input, i.e.sin e function. Consider two frequencies of0.05 Hz
and0.15 Hz. Do not confuse frequencies (in Hz) and angular frequencies (in rad/s).

For the continuous-time simulation approximate the input with about 100 time steps per period. For
each frequency compute the response for at least 5 periods.

For both discrete-time systems choose the time steps in agreement with the documentation of thelsim
command.

a. Present the results of your simulations. Compare the simulations of both discrete-time systems
with the continuous-time system and comment on notable differences.

b. Determine the ratio between the amplitudes of the input and output signals and the phase shifts in
the simulations with the continuous-time system for both frequencies.

Determine also the ratio between the amplitudes of the inputand output signals in the simulations
with the discrete-time system for both frequencies. You do not have to consider the phase for
these systems.

Note: This analysis does not have to be exact with high precision, but you should explain clearly
how you analyse the data.

c. Plot the combined Bode frequency response of all three transfer functions. Check the largest
frequency shown in the graphs of the discrete-time transferfunctions. What are other notable
differences between the graphs?

Hint: Use a singlebode command.

d. Determine the amplitude ratios and phase shifts according to the Bode frequency response of all
three systems at the frequencies used in the simulations. You can read this information from
the Bode plots, but it may be more convenient to compute the requested values directly with
MATLAB ’s bode command at the specified frequencies.

Compare the amplitude ratios and phase shifts found in the Bode frequency response with the
estimates from the simulations in item b. Can you explain striking differences?

e. Use MATLAB ’s impulse command to compute the impulse responsegd1(k) of the discrete-time
systemGd1. Apply thefft command to compute the Fourier transforms of these responses. Are
these Fourier transforms similar to the Bode response plot of Gd1 in item d?

Hint: The length of the impulse response computed by theimpulse command can be modified
with the optional parameterTFINAL . Consider at least two different lengths in this exercise.

The discrete-time transfer functionGd1 will be used again in the next exercise.

Grades for exercise 1:
a b c d e
2 3 2 4 4

∑

= 15.

Exercise 2 Non-parametric system identification

In addition to the MATLAB commands introduced in the previous exercise, the following MATLAB

commandsmay be helpful to complete this exercise:
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iddata Create DATA OBJECT to be used for Identification routines
idinput Generates input signals for identification.
idpoly Create IDPOLY model structure.
sim Simulates a given dynamic system.
pzmap Pole-zero map of LTI models.
randn Normally distributed random numbers.
sim Simulates a given dynamic system.
tfdata Quick access to transfer function data.
xcov Cross-covariance function estimates.

We consider the discrete time system of which the outputy equals

y(k) = G0(z)u(k) +H0(z)e(k),

whereu is the (known) input of the system ande is an (unknown) white noise disturbance with variance
equal to0.052. The discrete time transfer function for the inputG0(z) is the same as transfer function
Gd1(z) in exercise 1. You may use your results from that exercise or define the transfer function with a
tf command using

G0(z) =
0.3372z−1 − 0.4059z−2 + 0.3835z−3 − 0.02949z−4 + 0.02794z−5

1− 2.417z−1 + 2.817z−2 − 1.864z−3 + 0.7801z−4 − 0.1496z−5
,

with sample timets equal to 1 s. The transfer function for the noise disturbancehas no zeros and the
same poles asG0, so

H0(z) =
1

1− 2.417z−1 + 2.817z−2 − 1.864z−3 + 0.7801z−4 − 0.1496z−5
,

For use with the System Identification toolboxident , these system and the noise transfer functions
are stored in a single variableg0 in the so-calledidpoly format. Assuming that the discrete transfer
functionG0(z) is already stored in a variableG0 (e.g. from the previous exercise), we can proceed with
the following commands that are also part of a small initialisation scriptex2init.m , available for
download from the BLACK BOARD page of this course:

[nd,dd,ts] = tfdata(G0,’v’);
g0=idpoly(dd,nd,1,1,1,0.05ˆ2,1);

To make sureG0 is correct, its pole-zero plot can be compared with the plot in figure 1.

For the input signal and noise we compute sequences of 4096 samples with a so-called PRBS signal and
white noise respectively:

u=idinput(4096,’prbs’);
e=randn(4096,1);

Next the output of the system can be simulated with

y=sim(g0,[u e]);

In addition we also generate the output signaly0 without any noise input, e.g. with

y0=sim(g0,[u 0 * e]);

For use withident it is convenient to combine the input and output signal into an iddata structure.
For this we only use the output data with noise, so
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Figure 1: Pole-zero plot of the discrete transfer functionG0(z).

g0dat=iddata(y,u,ts);

Note that the PRBS signalu, which will be discussed later during the lectures, has someproperties of
white noise although it is a deterministic signal. The noisesignale on the other hand is stochastic, so
each time you run these commands, you will obtain a differentrealisation of the noise signal and hence
also of the outputy.

a. Check that these commands indeed produce the correctidpoly systemg0 . In the case you
prefer to use other commands to defineg0 , discuss your preference.

Next consult MATLAB ’s help to verify that the commands related to the computation of the output
y of the system are indeed correct.

b. The “whiteness” of a (noise) signal can be examined both inthe time as well as in the frequency
domain. Check in both domains that both the PRBS signalu and the noise signale are (approxi-
mately) white noise signals.

Hint: Consider e.g. thexcov command for covariances. Take care that the horizontal axisin the
covariance plot(s) has a clear meaning. Further note that usually logarithmic scales are used in
spectral plots and make sure that axes have a physical meaning is these plots as well.

c. Compute an estimate for about 50 time steps of the impulse response ofG0(z) from the cross-
covarianceRyu(τ), assuming thatu is indeed “white”. Compare your estimate with the exact
impulse response ofG0(z).

Hint: Do notcra or another “sophisticated” MATLAB function from theident toolbox to esti-
mate the impulse response. Instead you should compute this estimate from a cross-covariance as
stated in the exercise.

d. Compute an estimate of the spectrum ofG0(z) by dividing (unfiltered) Fourier transforms of
output and input signals. Consider only the absolute value,so no phases. Compute this estimate
both with the “normal” outputy and with outputy0 from the noiseless simulation. Compare both
estimates with each other and compare them with the exactbode plot of G0(z).

Hint: Use the./ operator instead of just/ if you want to divide two arrays element-by-element.

e. Check the results for the estimated impulse response and the spectral model(s) obtained above
with the GUI ident . Suggested steps are:

• Start the GUI by typingident
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• Import the simulation data (g0dat ) for the identification and the exact model (g0) for com-
parison.

• Carry out identification in time and frequency domain. Consider using different identification
methods and identification parameters. Modify e.g. theFrequency Resolution parame-
ter to obtain a “best” spectral model estimate.

You don’t need to report on all observations unless you notice something unexpected. Show some
results of the identifications in your answer. Motivate e.g.your choices for the “best” spectral
estimate both by comparing the results with the known spectrum ofG0(z) and bynotconsidering
this known spectrum.

This system and some of the data will be used in exercise 4, so you may save the results, including the
ident session, for later use.

Grades for exercise 2:
a b c d e
2 5 3 2 3

∑

= 15.

Exercise 3 Linear regression

In addition to the MATLAB commands introduced in the previous exercise, the following MATLAB

commands may be helpful to complete this exercise:

inv Matrix inverse.
pinv Pseudoinverse.

In this exercise we will compute the least squares parameters fit of two cases that are both linear in
the parameters. The first case is about the “pre-whitening” filter and the second about a second order
so-called ARX model. Both use a data set that is available from the BLACK BOARD server in the file
exercise3.mat .

During the lectures about the estimation of the impulse response, a so-called pre-whitening filterL(z)
was introduced, see slide 3/7. It is used in cases where the input signalu(k) is not necessarily white
noise. It should be chosen such, that the signal

uF (k) = L(z)u(k)

is white. During the lectures it was just mentioned without aprove thatL(z) can be found by minimising
a cost function

VN =
1

N

N
∑

k=1

u2F (k)

and it was also not clarified how this minimisation problem can be solved. In the first part of this exercise
we will compute a filterL(z) with three terms, so

L(z) = 1 + a1z
−1 + a2z

−2 + a3z
−3,

and the input signalu(k) from the data file mentioned above. This input signal is a PRBSsignal. From
exercise 2.b we know that such signals are already “quite white”, so we expect

L(z) ≈ 1

or in other words: The parameters in the parameter vectorθ = [a1, a2, a3]
T should be small in some

sense.
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a. Show that the cost function can be rewritten as

VN (θ) =
1

N − 3

N
∑

k=4

(u(k) + a1u(k − 1) + a2u(k − 2) + a3u(k − 3))2 ,

when only terms ofuF (k) are considered that can be computed from the availableu(k).

b. Show that the cost function is minimised for the solution of




∑

u(k − 1)u(k − 1)
∑

u(k − 1)u(k − 2)
∑

u(k − 1)u(k − 3)
∑

u(k − 2)u(k − 1)
∑

u(k − 2)u(k − 2)
∑

u(k − 2)u(k − 3)
∑

u(k − 3)u(k − 1)
∑

u(k − 3)u(k − 2)
∑

u(k − 3)u(k − 3)









a1
a2
a3



 =

−





∑

u(k − 1)u(k)
∑

u(k − 2)u(k)
∑

u(k − 3)u(k)



 ,

where for readability the limits of the summations are left out.

c. Compute the solution according to item b with MATLAB and verify that the parameters are indeed
“small”.

Hint: For a column vectoru of lengthn the sum
∑

u(k − 1)u(k − 2) can e.g. be computed with
u(3:n-1)’ * u(2:n-2) when lengthn has been defined previously, or else
u(3:end-1)’ * u(2:end-2) .

d. Alternatively, the minimisation ofVN (θ) in item a can be solved with the matrix formulation.
Then the cost function is minimised for the solution

θ̂N = Φ†
NYN ,

whereΦ†
N is the pseudoinverse of a rectangular matrixΦN andYN is a vector with samples from

the input signal. Give an (argued) expression for the matrixΦN and vectorYN using the available
data and such that it can be used to estimate the parameter vector θ.

e. Compute the solution according to item d with MATLAB and verify that the parameters are equal
to the values found in item c.

f. We will not formally prove that minimisingVN gives a white noise signaluF (k). On the other
hand it can be easily seen from the solution in item b that for aperfect white noise signalu(k),
the estimated filter will indeed beL(z) = 1. Try to make this clear from the expression given in
item b.

The output signaly in the supplied data file has been generated with an so-calledarx221 system. That
means that

y(k) =
b1z

−1 + b2z
−2

1 + a1z−1 + a2z−2
u(k) +

1

1 + a1z−1 + a2z−2
e(k),

with parametersa1, a2, b1 andb2 to be estimated and some unknown white noise sourcee(k). This
expression can be rewritten as

(1 + a1z
−1 + a2z

−2) y(k) = (b1z
−1 + b2z

−2)u(k) + e(k).

The parameters are found by minimising the cost function

VN =
1

N

N
∑

k=1

(

(1 + a1z
−1 + a2z

−2) y(k) − (b1z
−1 + b2z

−2)u(k)
)2

.
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g. Specify how a pseudoinverse can be used to estimate the parametersa1, a2, b1 and b2 in this
model. Give expressions for the matrixΦN and vectorYN . Finally, use MATLAB to compute
estimates for the parameters from the matrixΦN and vectorYN .

Grades for exercise 3:
a b c d e f g
1 2 2 3 1 2 4

∑

= 15.

Exercise 4 Subspace identification

We reconsider the fifth order discrete time system of exercise 2. Next, parametric system identification
will be used to obtain state space models (this exercise) andtransfer function models (PEM models,
next exercise) of this system. We will investigate the modelstructures included in MATLAB ’s system
identification toolboxident . An the end of the next exercise the effect of input and outputfiltering is
considered for model estimates of (too) low order. Furthermore the use of independent validation data
is addressed then.

The outputy of the system equals (as before)

y(k) = G0(z)u(k) +H0(z)e(k),

whereu is the (known) input of the system ande is an (unknown) white noise disturbance. In exercise 2
the transfer functions are specified. The system has been defined with MATLAB commands and its output
y has been simulated with the variance of the noise signale equal to0.052. For use with theident
toolbox the input and output data have been combined in aniddata structureg0dat . Furthermore, a
noise-free output signaly0 has been computed and stored in variabley0 . It can also be combined with
the input signal into aniddata structure

g0dat0=iddata(y0,u,ts);

wherets is the sample time as in exercise 2. We supplement these data sets with a third simulation
in which the noise level is four times larger than in the original data set. Increasing or decreasing the
noise level in our system can be done by modifying the variance parameter of theidpoly command.
Alternatively, we can also “manually” modify the noise signal in the call ofsim :

y4=sim(g0,[u 4 * e]); g0dat4=iddata(y4,u,ts);

For this exercise you may re-use the data from exercise 2 or re-type the MATLAB commands to create
new data. In addition you need to create the data with the increased noise level. The length of all data
series should be 4096 samples. Remember that each time you use therandn command to computee
it will create a new realisation of the noise signal. The identification results may depend on the noise
realisation, so try to complete this exercise using only onerealisation. Startident , import the data and
check theTime plot of each data set to assure that the import was successful. Also import the known
model of the system (g0 in exercise 2).

In this exercise state space models are identified with subspace identification of all three data sets.

a. Check theData spectra of the imported data sets. Try to present the spectra in a comprehen-
sible way. Comment on differences and similarities betweenthe spectra of the data sets. Can you
understand why differences occur?

b. Make sure the “original data” setg0dat is in the Working Data area. Identify subspace
models for this data set after selecting the most likely order(s) of the model(s). Comment on
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MATLAB ’s default model choice by comparing it with the known order of the system and by in-
specting the plot of the singular values. Save the most likely models for later inspection, including
at least the fifth order estimated model and one other estimate.

Hints: The working data can be changed by dragging one of the data sets onto this area. For identi-
fication of a subspace (state space) model selectEstimate->Linear parametric models
and choose the structureState Space: n [nk] . PressingOrder selection and next
Estimate will open theModel Order Selection window in which MATLAB ’s Default
Choice is indicated. Models can be identified and saved for later inspection by selecting the
model order and pressingInsert .

c. Redo the previous steps on the data set with zero and increased noise levels, so withg0dat0
andg0dat4 respectively. Comment on striking differences with the “original data”. Can you
understand why differences occur?

d. Compare theFrequency resp of the identified models with each other and with the known
G0(z). Also comment on theNoise spectrum .

This system and some of the data will be used in the next exercise, so you may save the results, including
the ident session, for later use.

Grades for exercise 4:
a b c d
2 2 3 3

∑

= 10.

Exercise 5 Prediction error identification methods

We continue with the system of the previous exercise. Only the data set with a noise signal of variance
equal to0.052 will be used to identify transfer functions (PEM models). Wewill investigate how to
select the “best” model and how input and output filtering canbe applied to “tune” models.

Consider starting a newident session if your GUI becomes too crowded with data and/or mod-
els. In that case remember to import the correct datag0dat and the known model of the system
(g0 in exercise 2 and 4). Make sure that the correct data set is both the Working Data and the
Validation Data . The subspace models from the previous exercise for this data set will be re-
considered. These subspace models should show both good andbad agreement with the knownG0(z).
Consider at least the fifth order estimated model and one other estimate.

As before, remember that each time you use therandn command to computee it will be a new realisa-
tion of the noise signal. The identification results may depend on the noise realisation, so try to complete
this exercise using only one realisation. If necessary, save your data in between MATLAB sessions.

In the first part of this exercise the data sets used for the identification (Working Data ) and for
validation (Validation Data ) should be identical.

a. Determine the “best” ARX model with theOrder selection for ARX models. What kind
of PEM model do you expect to find based on our knowledge of the system? Compare the esti-
mated “best” model(s) with this expectation. Which model provides the “best fit” and why? Give
your suggestion for the “best model” without using our knowledge of the system. Motivate this
suggestion by comparing e.g. the frequency responses of these ARX models with each other.

b. Considering the “best” ARX model just estimated, estimate an OE-model of similar model com-
plexity and compare it with the models obtained so far. Comment on the noise spectrum.

c. Reinvestigate the obtained parametric models for this data set in the current and previous exercises.
Select the best model by taking into account the model residuals and not using knowledge about
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the real system. Does it make a difference if you are only interested in the system modelĜ or that
you also need a correct noise modelĤ? Motivate your answer.

For the second part of this exercise split the data in non-overlapping identification and validation parts.

d. Redo the ARX order selection and compare the results with the previous observations in this
exercise. Do you expect that the order of the “best fit” model decreases or increases compared to
the previous result? Motivate your answer.

e. Select the “best” ARX model in your opinion without using knowledge about the real system.
The system model̂G should be as simple as possible and sufficiently accurate at the same time.
Motivate your selection.

f. Estimate an OE-model as in item c for the split data, validate the result and comment on the
correctness of the system modelĜ andĤ. Is this result as expected?

g. Using our knowledge of the systemG0, which BJ-model should match best with the simulated
data? Estimate this model and compare it with the models obtained so far. Finally, select the
“best” parametric model. Motivate your answer.

In the final part of this exercise we will examine the accuracyof model estimates of too low order.

h. Force an identification with ARX and OE models of too low order by estimating models of both
structures with 3 poles and 1 zero, so 3 parameters for the denominator ofĜ and 2 parameter
for the numerator. Can you understand the different behaviour of both models in the frequency
response?

i. Filter the data to improve the low frequency behaviour of the model(s) found in the previous item
that do not match withG0 in that range. Estimate the model(s) with the filtered data and check
the frequency response(s).

Grades for exercise 5:
a b c d e f g h i
3 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2

∑

= 20.

Exercise 7 Parameter estimation (LSQ)
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Figure 2: Simple double pendulum.
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Figure 3: SIMULINK scheme.

For parameter estimation we consider the double pendulum that was discussed during the lectures. It is
presented in figure 2. The rotations are driven by actuators (motors). The driving torquesT1 andT2 as
well as the rotation anglesφ1 andφ2 are measured. The non-linear equations of motions are

M̄

[

φ̈1

φ̈2

]

=

[

m3l1l2(φ̇
2

2
+ 2φ̇1φ̇2) sinφ2 + (m2 +m3)l1g sinφ1 +m3l2g sin(φ1 + φ2)

−m3l1l2φ̇
2

1
sinφ2 +m3l2g sin(φ1 + φ2)

]

+

[

T1

T2

]

(1)
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with the (reduced) mass matrix

M̄ =

[

m2l
2
1 +m3(l

2
1 + l22 + 2l1l2 cosφ2) + J1 + J2 m3(l

2
2 + l1l2 cosφ2) + J2

m3(l
2
2 + l1l2 cosφ2) + J2 m3l

2
2 + J2

]

. (2)

The motion of this double pendulum system can be simulated with the SIMULINK scheme shown in
figure 3. The block markedex7dp contains the equations of motion. The torque inputs are driven by a
control system. Inputs of the control system are the actual “measured” angles and (harmonic) reference
signals generated in the left part of the scheme.

For the identification of the parameters expressions that are linear-in-the-parameters are preferred, so

τ = Φ(q, q̇, q̈)p (3)

with the degrees of freedomq = [φ1, φ2]
T and their first and second time derivatives (velocity and

acceleration). The measured torques are combined inτ = [T1, T2]
T . The link lengths (l1 = 0.7 m

andl2 = 0.3 m) and gravity (g = 9.81 m/s2) are assumed to be known. With the vector of identifiable
parameters

p = [J1, J2,m2,m3]
T (4)

the elements of the regression matrixΦ can be written as

Φ11 = φ̈1

Φ12 = φ̈1 + φ̈2

Φ13 = −l1g sinφ1 + l21φ̈1

Φ14 = l1l2((2φ̈1 + φ̈2) cos φ2 − (φ̇2
2 + 2φ̇1φ̇2) sinφ2)

− l1g sinφ1 − l2g sin(φ1 + φ2) + l21φ̈1 + l22(φ̈1 + φ̈2)
Φ21 = 0

Φ22 = φ̈1 + φ̈2

Φ23 = 0

Φ24 = l1l2(φ̇
2
1 sinφ2 + φ̈1 cosφ2)− l2g sin(φ1 + φ2) + l22(φ̈1 + φ̈2)

(5)

For this exercise a zip-archiveexercise7.zip can be downloaded from BLACK BOARD with the
following files:

ex7.mdl SIMULINK scheme of figure 3.
ex7dp.dll Binary file for the computation of the equations of motion. Itis a so-called SIMULINK

S-function used byex7.mdl .
ex7dp.m Help text forex7dp.dll .
ex7dpdraw.m Visualisation tool used byex7.mdl .
ex7fit.m Example file for the analysis of the simulation data. The linear-in-the-parameters

equations are part of this file.

The control system implemented in the SIMULINK modelex7.mdl is a rather common discrete time
MIMO PID-controller. The sample frequency is 100 Hz. The setting are chosen such that a closed loop
bandwidth of 5 Hz is obtained when a inertia of 1 kgm2 is driven. For use with the double pendulum
the actual bandwidth will depend on the mass matrixM̄ , so on the mass and inertia parameters, the
link lengths and on the angleφ2. The controller can be verified by double clicking on the block in the
SIMULINK model. Then it will be clear that is also includes a

The MATLAB scripts are provided with some short help texts.

a. Download and install the files mentioned above in your MATLAB working folder. Carry out a
simulation with the supplied setting. Check that simulation results like computed torques look
reasonable.
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Note: This does not have to be a “thorough” check, but you should try to get some confidence in
the simulation results. Is it e.g. possible to estimate someof the unknown parameters using just
some insight in the operation of the system, so without in depth processing of the data.

b. Use the results from item a (so with the supplied settings)to estimate the parameters. Comment
on the results and try to understand what you are observing.

Note: You may use the provided scriptex7fit after you checked its operation. Again, such a
check does not need to end up in an analysis of every individual line, but from your answer it
should be clear that you understand what you are doing. Of course you may change anything in
the analysis procedure as you prefer.

c. Redo the simulation with one or more other reference pathsand use these results for new identifi-
cations. Discuss your results and select the “best” parameter set.

Note: The provided scriptex7fit takes the input for the identification from the reference signal.
It assumes further that only one frequency component is important. So all position, velocity and
acceleration data is based on this assumption. If that does not apply to your simulation you have
to account for that.

d. Finally, consider one of your “best” simulations and identifications. Redo this simulation and
identification in the absence of gravity, so withg = 0. Are the results consistent with the previous
identification with gravity?

Note: In the SIMULINK model the gravity can be modified by changing the third parameter of the
S-functionex7dp .

Grades for exercise 7:
a b c d
2 4 5 4

∑

= 15.

Exercise 8 Closed-loop identification in time and frequency domain

For this final exercise we consider a (known) system that willbe identified both in an open-loop and in a
closed-loop configuration, see Fig. 4. The “unknown” systemis in theUnknown System blocks. Its
continuous time transfer function is

G0(s) =
4751

s4 + 9.676 s3 + 14270 s2 + 35820 s + 5626
. (6)

White noise is added to the outputy. The variance of this noise source equalsestdˆ2 , where the
MATLAB variableestd should be defined in the workspace.

In the closed-loop scheme a so-called PD+ controller is usedof which the discrete-time transfer function
is given by

C(z) =
614 + 35.54 z−1 − 578.5 z−2

1− 1.082 z−1 + 0.2925 z−2
, ts = 0.01 s. (7)

In either case an input signal has to be defined in the MATLAB workspace variableref to be read by the
From Workspace blocks as will be explained below. Finally, a number of signals are recorded and
shown onScope s. These blocks also save the signals at the sample ratets = 0.01 s to the workspace
for subsequent processing and identification in MATLAB . Note that in the open-loop configuration the
input signal is multiplied with aGain of 1000 in order to obtain an input signal for the “unknown”
system that has about the same amplitude as in the closed-loop simulation.

Five data sets will be generated for identification:
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(b) ex8cl : Closed-loop

Figure 4: SIMULINK schemes for open-loop and closed-loop simulations.

1. Open-loop, no noise (estd =0.00).

2. Open-loop, noise withestd =0.03.

3. Closed-loop, no noise (estd =0.00).

4. Closed-loop, noise withestd =0.03.

5. Closed-loop, noise withestd =0.03 and no reference signalr.

In order to generate these data sets for identification and toprepare them for time and/or frequency
domain identification you can download a zip-archiveexercise8.zip from BLACK BOARD with the
following files:

ex8ol.mdl andex8cl.mdl : SIMULINK models of the open-loop and closed-loop configurations of
figure 4.

ex8prep.m: MATLAB script to prepare variables for the identification and to runa number of simu-
lations to generate the data sets.

• In the first part, the continuous time “unknown” systemGsand the discrete-time controllerCz
are computed. Note that the numerical results have been copied and pasted into the SIMULINK

model, so you should no change any parameter in this script tocompute these transfer func-
tions.

At the end of the script, two variables are computed that represent the “unknown” system:
Gzid is the “unknown system” after conversion to a discrete-timetransfer function inident ’s
idpoly format. Sss is a single matrix with the continuous-time state space matrices of the
system as can be used in thefreqid toolbox for frequency domain identification that was
mentioned during the lectures.

• The input signal for the excitation is stored in variableref . You may change this signal in
order to excite other frequencies, but you should not increase the amplitude significantly. The
idinput command is used to generate a multi-sine. The frequency range is set in the third
parameter according to
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[Lower_f/Nyquist_f-1/Num_samp Upper_f/Nyquist_f+1/Nu m_of_samp]

and the number of frequencies is the first number of the fifth parameter. Seehelp idinput
for more details.

• Next, the five simulations are carried out. Note thatestd is set correctly for each simulation.
In all simulation data the first period of the excitation signal is discarded. With the supplied
SIMULINK models five useful periods should remain with 10000 data samples for each signal.
The variables with simulation data are the system inputu* , the system outputy* and (for the
closed-loop simulations) the reference signalr * . The “* ” indicates the data set:olnn open-
loop and no noise,ol open-loop with noise,clnn closed-loop and no noise,cl closed-loop
with noise,clnr closed-loop and no reference signal.

ex8anal.m: MATLAB script to do a first analysis of the simulation output and to compute frequency
domain data. For this purpose the following MATLAB variables are created:

wlist: List of frequencies (in rad/s) detected in the excitation signal.

G* list: The FRF at those frequencies. The meaning of the “* ” is as before.

Cxyollist andCxycllist : The coherence spectrum at those frequencies. The open-loop
Cxyollist is computed from the system inputu and outputy. The closed-loopCxycllist
uses the reference inputr and system outputy.

Four figures are plotted. Figures 11 and 13 show FRF’s of the exact system and the simulated data
at their respective frequencies. Figures 12 and 14 show the coherence spectra.

To answer the following questions you may use the above mentioned MATLAB scripts, provided that
you check what they are doing and that you know what you are doing when you are using them. You
are invited to modify them in any way to obtain better identification results or a better understanding of
what goes wrong in some cases. Particularly, you should consider your own design input signalref .
Keep in mind the following restrictions: Try to use one simulation to obtain each of the data sets such
that they can be processed for use both in time and frequency domain. For the latter a multi-sine is a
preferred choice. Furthermore, you may not increase the total power of the input signal significantly. Its
variance should remain in the order of1.

In your search for “best model” fits, you do not have to ignore your knowledge of the system. Inident
it is sufficient to consider anarx order estimation and to identifyarx andoe models of the most likely
order (based on the estimation and your knowledge). Use these results and your knowledge of the system
to identify a limited number of discrete-time and/or continuous-time models in the frequency domain.

Time domain identification

a. Use the open-loop data with and without noise to estimate the system model withident . Try to
estimate botharx andoe models. Comment on the results.

Adjust the excitation signal if you think that is desirable.

b. Use the closed-loop data with and without noise to estimate the system model withident . Use
only the two data sets with a non-zero reference signal. You should use the direct identification
method, so with the system’s input and output. Comment on theresults.

c. Use the closed-loop data with noise and no reference signal to estimate the system model with
ident . You should again use the direct identification method, so with the system’s input and
output. Comment on the results.
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Frequency domain identification

Next we would like to carry out this identification in the frequency domain. Writing the estimate for
systemG0(s) in continuous-time transfer function format with nominator and denominator polynomials
as

Ĝ(s, θ) =
B(s, θ)

A(s, θ)
, (8)

the identification problem can be expressed as

θ̂ = arg min
θ

N
∑

k=1

|Ğ(ωk)−
B(iωk, θ)

A(iωk, θ)
|2|W (ωk)|

2 (9)

for the measured datăG(ωk) and with a chosen weighting functionW (ωk). This optimisation problem
is non-linear in the parametersθ. A linear optimisation problem can be obtained by multiplying with
theA polynomial, but then the weighting in the frequency domain is modified. This can be avoided by
dividing the expression with an estimateA∗ of theA polynomial. In this way the non-linear estimation
problem of Eq. (9) can be approximated with a iterative linear procedure:

1. EstimateB(0)(s, θ) andA(0)(s, θ) from the linear optimisation problem.

2. Use this denominator as the estimateA∗ = A(i−1)(s, θ) and re-estimateB(i)(s, θ) andA(i)(s, θ)
from the linear optimisation problem in which the estimateddenominatorA∗ is included.

3. Repeat step 2 until some level of convergence is obtained.

d. Implement the proposed linear estimation procedure and the iterative linear procedure in MATLAB

and use some simple tests to verify that the procedures are working correctly. Some hints and
comments:

• You don’t have to implement a “general purpose” estimation procedure. Use your knowledge
of the systemG0(s) (Eq. (6)) to determine the model structure you are looking for.

• In the case you are using sampled data for a continuous-time estimation, you have to check
that sampling does not introduce phase lag. Use your knowledge about the simulated exper-
iment and/or the simulated data to investigate this aspect.If there is an extra phase lag, you
have to correct this in the dataprior to using it for the identification.

• As Eq. (9) involves complex numbers, you may obtain an unrealistic parameter vectorθ with
complex numbers. If this occurs, then does it help to consider negative (angular) frequencies
(so−ωk) as well? Of course, to include these negative frequencies,you need to know the
frequency responsĕG(−iωk), but it should not be difficult to compute this from̆G(iωk).

• Your algorithm should be capable to deal with a chosen weighting functionW (ωk). Such a
weighting function can be user defined and account forA∗ as well.

• Verify that your algorithm is working by testing it with noisefree data from a simulation with
known parameters.

e. Use the closed-loop data with and without noise to estimate the system model with the imple-
mented linear and iterative linear estimation procedures.Use only the two data sets with a non-
zero reference signal. You should use the direct identification method, so with the system’s input
and output. Comment on the results.

Grades for exercise 8:
a b c d e
3 3 3 6 5

∑

= 20.
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